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It is sad, but so often it is true, that funerals are one of the few
occasions when relatives and friends gather together. Following
the service, they have the opportunity to share memories,
remember the past and catch up on what has happened to each
other since they were last together. This can be a precious time
for the mourner’s family but it is also an emotional and stressful
time for the closest members who are tasked with organising
the funeral arrangements; usually within a very short period of
time!
At Baileys we understand this and our aim is to support you
through this time, removing as much of the organisational tasks
involved in catering for those attending the funeral. We can
guide you through the arrangements, discussing menus and
seating, as well as attending to any special touches such as a
preparing a memory table or organising personalised
background music.
Baileys is a family run restaurant with a small, friendly team who
strive to provide an exceptional and sensitive service for all our
guests. Our food has gained an excellent reputation for quality,
freshness and value for money.
We can cater for private funeral receptions from Monday to
Friday. The restaurant is split over two floors which enables us
to accommodate both large and small groups as required.

Whilst a buffet is often the preferred option for a funeral, our
traditional roast platters or sit-down meals are proving a
popular alternative. Whichever is your preference we can cater
for any specific dietary requirements.
Our restaurant is fully licensed with both draught and bottled
beers, wines, cocktails, spirits as well as soft drinks and of
course, tea and coffee.
We are located in the centre of Whaley Bridge, a minute from
the railway station. The village offers unrestricted free parking
at both the railway station and at the canal basin.
We are happy to provide a location for mourners to gather prior
to the funeral enabling people to travel together to the service.
Should you wish to make further enquiries or discuss
arrangements with us, please contact Dave Knowles on
01663734612 or email the restaurant on
enquiries@baileysrestaurant.co.uk
‘Thanks very much for a perfect afternoon
Wonderful food, fabulous service. We couldn't have asked for better.’
Trish, Pauline and Julie. X

